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Our Vision 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Illuminating stories through inspired Tasmanian connections 

Storytelling is crucial to our understanding of ourselves, Tasmanians are great story tellers. The writing 

and reading of stories is inextricably linked to who we are and intrinsic to our interaction with the global 

community. We are committed to publishing brilliant new writing that leverages off the best of the 

Tasmanian literary scene and to promote new Tasmanian writers to audiences across the world by 

fostering strategic, yet unexpected connections.  
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Our Purpose 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Our purpose is to transport the writer and the reader and to share an interchange of ideas and voices. 

 

Transportation Press connects with people on our island’s shores and with faraway lands, to seek out 
and inspire writing that is effulgent and courageous. 

The international partnership started with a story that arrested the attention of an editor trawling 
through submissions on a flight back home to Tasmania. The story was written by a most singular 
London based Tasmanian. From there, a dialogue and an unexpected international connection was 
made between an editor and a writer, both hungry to instigate a project of substance. 

And so it continues in this spirit of adventure and exploration, Transportation Press opens up 
conversations with editors around the world who offer new ideas, introductions to exciting new writing 
and literary partnerships. 

Transportation Press put forward brilliant Tasmanian writing to an international audience and in turn 
invites bright voices from other locations to enter our world and share their stories with us. 
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What we Value 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Collaboration 

Working together makes us more creative 

 

Uncompromising on quality 

We never settle for anything less than brilliant 

 

Courageous 

We love a challenge and welcome chutzpah 

 

Ethical & Transparent 

We do the right thing; we stay above board 

 

Providing opportunities 

We allow the unseen to be seen; 

We make things happen 
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What we do 

____________________________________________________________________ 

Transportation Press publishes excellent new Tasmanian writing in an international context for a diverse 

readership. We engage with our local and a global community of readers and writers, through events, creative 

exchanges, cross promotion of projects, sharing ideas, sales, marketing and distribution. 

 

PUBLISHING 

Transportation Press publishes an annual collection of short stories produced in collaboration with selected 

international editors and writers. This publication is guided by the Tasmanian Editor in Chief, Rachel Edwards in 

collaboration with guest editors. TP balances selected works between commissioned and open submission writers. 

TP have made a pledge to recognise the excellence of our selected writers by paying a professional fee for all work 

published. 

We aim to expand our operations to include more frequent and varied publications. 

Transportation also publishes new short form work online under the banner of ‘projects’. These short term 

projects cover different themes, structures and writing styles assigned by the web editor or may be open to the 

writer’s choosing, via online residencies or in collaboration with the web editor. The online space includes open 

submission opportunities as well as commissioned writing. We seek to promote the writers selected for the annual 

collection of short stories and utilise this space as an opportunity to do so. 

 

CREATIVE EXCHANGES & EVENTS 

By opening up a dialogue with writers and editors from diverse backgrounds new ideas develop, finding their home 

in our online projects program, with local writers’ groups. As a recognised small publisher in Tasmania, creatives in 

our community also collaborate with us to participate in creative exchanges and events. 

Transportation are able to offer opportunites for writers by hosting literary events and workshops, delivering 

presentations and educational talks, working with writers’ groups and overseas editors to connect Tasmanian 

writers with international forums.  

Note, from late 2017. 

PARTNERSHIPS 

As a young small press, Transportation are successfully developing partnerships with government, arts 

organisations, universities and corporate sponsors as well as writers and editors around the world.  

These ongoing friendships present a range of opportunities to continue to create an exciting program of published 

works and related activities that are mutually beneficial to our partners and to TP.  
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Where we are now 

____________________________________________________________________ 

From its early days, beginning with an informal cultural exchange between writers and editors based in 

Tasmania and London in 2013, Transportation has grown into a sophisticated small publisher. 

What we have achieved so far: 

 2014 saw the first publication Islands and Cities, a collection of new short stories from London 

and Tasmania, with a foreword by ex-pat Tasmanian & Oxford Don, Peter Conrad.  

 In 2015 Islands and Cities became a number one bestseller at local Hobart book stores 

 Islands and Cities has sold over 1000 copies and is available via online sales and in OS locations. 

 TP published international writing projects on the website, transportationbook.com to engage 

with writers and readers from around the world in an online format. 

 We became a Not-For-Profit organisation. 

 Transportation Press engaged with artists, designers and editors from around the world and run 

events in Tasmanian and the UK, working in partnership with the Nottingham Writers Studio, 

Rough Trade Records, Open Pen in the UK and Fullers Bookshop, Pagan Cider, Volume 2 

Bookshop in Tasmania. 

 TP has run three successful crowdfunding campaigns 

 The Third Script, stories from Iran, Tasmania and the UK was launched in March 2016 

Looking ahead: 

 In 2016 Transportation Press will capitalise on the success of Islands and Cities and The Third 

Script, and begin work on the new book, with Indian, Iranian and Tasmanian writers,again 

offering a unique opportunity for writers in Tasmania to be published alongside their peers 

overseas. 

 TP will begin considering manuscripts outside the annual international anthologies 

THE PEOPLE BEHIND OUR SUCCESS 

Transportation Press is made up of a core team based in Tasmania, working closely with key people 

around the world, in particular with people in the UK, Iranians living around the world and Indians. The 

Hobart team has an  extended team including the skilled committee and various sponsors and 

stakeholders including the hundreds of people who supported the press through crowdfunding, 

The core TP team and committee members bring a diverse range of professional skill sets and cultural 

and professional connections to the organisation. Our editors, both from Tasmania and overseas feed 

their impressive industry experience and valuable networks into the project. Rachel Edwards, based in 

Hobart, Tasmania, is a luminary on the local scene, having edited for Island magazine, hosted a regular 

radio show on books and writing for over eight years on community radio. She is the Nonfiction Editor 

for the respected Open Road Review from Dehli, India. Sean Preston, based in London England, founded 
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Open Pen, an entirely independent publication distributed throughout London and is active in the 

London literature scene and Shirindokht Nourmanesh, an Iranian writer and editor who both 

contributed a story and edited the Iranian content in The Third Script.  

Newly appointed is Kulpreet Yadav, the Editor of Open Road Review, South Asia’s leading magazine of 

literature and culture. He will edit the Indian content in the third collection (October 2017).  

 

Key team members Emma Waters is both web editor and editorial assistant. Emma maintains the online 

presence for Transportation Press and is a published writer in her own right. She proof edited The Third 

Script and was actively involved in the design process.  

The committee, strategically recruited to provide diverse skill sets is chaired by Professor Imelda 

Whelehan, Research Professor in English and Gender Studies and Pro Vice-Chancellor (Research 

Training) & Dean of Graduate Research at the University of Tasmania and is based in Hobart. Professor 

Whelehan’s involvement with the UK literature scene both on the ground in former years and through 

ongoing collegiate friendships, make her an excellent ambassador for TP. She has excellent knowledge 

of governance and has also worked in the publishing industry. 

The committee also includes Scott Faulkner, secretary and public officer, Claire Hansen, treasurer and 

ordinary members, Samantha Gorringe, Claire Jansen, Natalie Holtsbaum, Victoria Hodgman, Emma 

Waters and Rachel Edwards. 

The creative skill set among committee members broadens to successful artists, legal practitioners, 

strategic planners, financial consultants and critically, those with a shared passion for writing and the 

arts. 

Editor in Chief, Rachel Edwards (Tasmania) 

Web Editor, Emma Waters (Tasmania) 

Editor UK  Sean Preston  

Editor Iran  Shirindokht Nourmanesh 

Future Editors, Kulpreet Yadav (India)  

Writers (international) paid. 

Media Liaison, Amber Wilson 

Local 

Islands & Cities provided TP with the ability to determine the key partnerships necessary to the success 

of this initial publication and for TP’s ongoing success. Locally, these partnerships include media (Edge 

Radio), publishing industry partners (Island), business relationships (Fullers Bookshop, Pagan Cider) and 

literary networks (Tasmanian Writers’ Centre). 
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The extensive network created by Transportation also sees it being the recipient of various offers of pro 

bono support from experts in various fields and an engaged and dynamic committee  such as MoMa 

hosting the Tasmanian Books and Comics stall. 

Existing sponsors to date include Pagan Cider, Tasmanian Whisky Tours, Cygnet Folk Festival, Fullers 

Bookshop, Volume Two Bookshop, the Hobart City Council, Ascent 21, Sharpen Creative Consulting, 

Ascent 21. 

Global 

TP has engaged in cultural activity in the UK with the Nottingham Writers Studio, Rough Trade, Bricklane 

Bookshop,  extended networks through Open Pen readership in the UK and an informal writers’ network 

via Tadhg Muller. Nottingham has recently been declared a UNESCO City of Literature. The inclusion of 

Indian writers in the next publication opens TP work to the biggest market of English language book 

buyers in the world. 

 

Launches for The Third Script will be held in Tasmania, Nottingham, London and San Francisco. 
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Our Goals 

____________________________________________________________________ 

In this section we outline what our main goals are and how they will enable us to achieve our strategic 
direction. 
 
1. Create an active and connected network of writers from all corners of the world to seek out, foster 

and promote excellent new talent 
2. Produce new and exciting material and work efficiently to produce high quality results 
3. Establish meaningful relationships with all key stakeholders to advance our purpose, understand our 

audience, and to ensure there is the opportunity to experience and to be inspired by TP in Tasmania 

and around the world 

4. Develop and maintain a sustainable and resilient organisation that generates a healthy rate of return 

through financial growth and effective funding strategies  
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Goal No. 1 

____________________________________________________________________ 

1. Create an active and connected network of writers from all corners of the world to seek 

out, foster and promote excellent new talent 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

WHAT WILL SUCCESS LOOK LIKE? 

 Tasmania is recognised around the world as a creative haven for writing  

 Transportation becomes a ‘go to’ for Tasmanian writers exporting their writing internationally 

 Visitors coming to Tasmania cite its writing as one of the creative elements that attracted them to the 

state 

 Number or frequency of Tasmanian writers shortlisted for top literature prizes 

 An engaged canon of writers, both in Tasmania and internationally who act as unofficial ambassadors for 

Transportation Press 

 

 

WHAT WILL WE DO? 

 By 2018 Tasmania we will have established a world class residency program  

 By 2020 we will have created an active network of writers from across 5 countries by delivering an annual 

publication with a new country every year 

 Writers who have been published in Transportation’s short story collections will be encouraged to 

produce more excellent work 

 

 

HOW WILL WE KNOW IF WE ARE MAKING PROGRESS? 

 Increasing number of writers and readers accessing our website 

 Increasing number and quality of contributors each time we seek submissions 

 Participation rates for scheduled events remain loyal and increase  
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 Goal No. 2 

____________________________________________________________________ 

2. Produce new and exciting material and work efficiently to produce high quality results 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

WHAT WILL SUCCESS LOOK LIKE? 

• A collection of publications that sell well in Tasmanian, Australia and internationally 

• A number of partnerships that promote Tasmanian writing through inspired international connections 

• Growing connection with writers in Tasmania and abroad to ensure the best new writing is published and 

promoted by Transportation 

 

WHAT WILL WE DO? 

• Transportation Press will have critically acclaimed publications and writers will be paid for their work  

• Transportation Press will publish novels and other work as well as short story collections 

 

HOW WILL WE KNOW IF WE ARE MAKING PROGRESS? 

• Transportation Press will be a well-known name in publishing in Tasmania and further afield and writers 

will seek out the organisation to publish their work 

• A growing audience for the work 

• A pool of Tasmanian talent juxtaposed with international writers promote local writing to an international 

audience 

 

Goal No. 3 

____________________________________________________________________ 

3. Establish meaningful relationships with all key stakeholders to advance our purpose, understand 

our audience, and to ensure there is the opportunity to experience and to be inspired by TP in 

Tasmania and around the world 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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WHAT WILL SUCCESS LOOK LIKE? 

 A dynamic program of events that integrate corporate partners, leveraging on financial and branding 

profile to increase awareness, and to create well matched event experiences for our audience 

 Inclusion in festival programming and arts events 

 A loyal readership seeking out our next events, projects and publications 

 Our program of events will continue to broaden audience engagement, increasing event attendance, 

readership and subscribership, as well as prolong our relationship with corporate partners and increase 

the value of Transportation Press as a recognised small press  

 

 

WHAT WILL WE DO? 

 Identify our key corporate partners and engage with them collaboratively to add value to our annual 

program of events and projects 

 Increase profile and awareness around Transportation Press with creative bodies and festivals, working 

collaboratively to be incorporated into programming  

 

HOW WILL WE KNOW IF WE ARE MAKING PROGRESS? 

 Creative bodies and festivals will regularly include Transportation Press in planning and seek us out for 

creative input 

 The profile of writers associated with TP increases. Writers are able to earn a living wage or part-time 

wage from writing and associated activities (eg. talks, readings and workshops). 

 Attendance to events, subscribership, website visitation and publication sales increase 

 Established partnerships with individuals, organisations and grant bodies 
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Goal No. 4 

____________________________________________________________________ 

4. Develop and maintain a sustainable and resilient organisation that generates a healthy 

rate of return through financial growth and effective funding strategies  

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

WHAT WILL SUCCESS LOOK LIKE? 

 Transportation will have an ongoing source of secure financial funding based on publications, grants, 

fundraising,  sales and creative events 

 Transportation will produce multiple works per year 

 Transportation will have an office and paid staff 

WHAT WILL WE DO? 

 Develop a clearly defined fundraising model, which we are actively managing and reporting against. 

 Publish and distribute work that reaches a wide audience 

 Invest time and effort promoting our product, championing the Transportation brand through our 

excellent relationships within the local and global community 

HOW WILL WE KNOW IF WE ARE MAKING PROGRESS? 

 Paid staff  and writers and invested volunteers  

 An office and relevant infrastructure 

 

 

 

 

 

 


